10 Gbps E-band/V-band Links
for Train-to-Ground Communication

Operates in E-band and V-band

10 Gbps full duplex
rail connectivity
© ELVA-1, PPC-10G Rail base stations installation

10 GBPS DUAL-BAND WIRELESS LINK SOLUTION FOR RAIL СONNECTIVITY
PPC-10G Rail is an all-weather compact E-band 70-80 GHz radio link, designed for duplex 10-gigabit
communication of high-speed trains on straight track sections. Complementary V-band 60 GHz MobiBridge 10G
is ultra-compact radio equipped with electronically scanned phase array antenna and intended for train-toground communication at stations, depos and on curved track sections, also can be used for inter-carriage
connection.
Train-ground communication is provided by two 10 Gbps radios (with aggregation up to 20 Gbps) located at the
head and tail of the train. For mm-wave communications the line of sight is required.

FEATURES

PPC-10G Rail radios on the carriage roof

Data transfer rate up to 10 Gbps per channel
Full duplex mode
10 ms handover
PPC-10G Rail range is up to 4 km (2 km recommended)
MobiBridge 10G range is up to 400 m
Operates in rain, snow, fog and smoke
Convenient installation of base stations on the contact
wire supports along tracks
Free license for 57-71 GHz and light licensing
for 71-76/81-86 GHz
Adaptive modulation up to QAM256
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TWO-BAND RAIL COMNNECTIVITY FOR FULL COVERAGE
OF ANY TYPE OF TRACKS WITH UP TO 20 GBPS THROUGHPUT

MobiBridge 10G 60 GHz
Wide antenna angle, train tracking
function
Provides network coverage for track
curves, station and depo areas
Up to 400 m distance between base
stations (200 m optimal)

PPC-10G Rail 70-80 GHz
Narrow antenna angle, beam clearly along
the track
Suitable for long straight length of track
Up to 4 km distance between base
stations (2 km optimal)
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E-BAND RAIL CONNECTIVITY TESTING IN HIGH-SPEED RAIL
CONFIRMED 10+ GBPS THROUGHPUT

The trial setup, shown in the diagram above, successfully demonstrated that a stable connection could be
achieved between the train and a trackside base station at a minimum rate of 5.65 Gbps up to a maximum of
11.3 Gbps. The intervals between base stations were between two and four kilometers along a straight
length of track without any significant incline, a condition that is typical of many high-speed railway lines.
The radios on the train were connected via small forward- and rear-facing horn antennas mounted on the
carriage roof.
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HOW E-BAND PPC-10G RAIL RADIO LINK WORKS

The principle of using E-band radios for gigabit communications in rail transport is based on using
antennas with different radiation patterns at each end of the link. For the fixed base stations, a
radio with narrow-beamwidth directional parabolic antennas is used, while the moving train
employs a radio with miniature horn antennas that have a wider radiation pattern.
This means that the link will be tolerant to angular variation, and even significant deviations in
antenna alignment while the vehicle is moving will keep the axis of the parabolic antenna within the
elliptical cone of the horn’s main radiation zone.

10 GBPS E-BAND

The PPC-10G Rail communication system in the 70-80 GHz millimeter wave band works reliably on straight
sections of the track with line-of-sight between base stations (BS) and train radios. Base stations are
installed on the supports of the contact wire. The maximum train-to-ground communication range is 4 km
for PPC-10G Rail with 30 cm antennas. The optimal field-tested distance between base stations is 2 km
providing train-to-ground aggregated traffic of at least 10 Gbps.
An essential condition for the stability of the 70-80 GHz train-to-ground connection is a straight track profile
without significant elevation changes, which is generally typical for the high-speed railways. The rail
construction documents allow the radius of the curves of the track to at least 7500 m for speeds up to
350 km/h and at least 9900 m for 400 km/h.

According to the safety regulations, the movement of high-speed trains has a significant interval between
trains. Accordingly, there will always be no more than one high-speed train on a 2 km path between two
base stations. This allows each train to be served between neighbouring BSs in a point-to-point manner.
Base stations can be installed for each track independently.
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HOW V-BAND MOBIBRIDGE 10G RADIO LINK WORKS

UP TO 10 GBPS V-BAND

MobiBridge 10G is the industry's first V-band 10 Gbps per channel
radio designed to download and upload data along the tracks,
at railway stations and depots, at metro stations, as well as on
light rail (tram) routes.
MobiBridge 10G is an exceptional mmWave wireless connectivity
solution providing a full-duplex true 10 Gbps link between a train
and a network. Other applications include a wireless connection
of train carriages within inter-train network, light rail transport
communications at stops and under move, and for other shortrange ultra-wideband applications.

MobiBridge 10G testing in Velaro train

The radios support up to 7 sub-bands of unlicensed V-band
(57 to 71 GHz) and are equipped with a built-in electronically
scanned antenna with auto-connect functionality. This V-band
mmWave solution assures operational efficiency, ease of use and
IP65/IP68 all-weather protection.
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PPC-10G Rail Specifications
The 70/80 GHz communication channel operates with a bandwidth of up to
10 Gbps per every train-to-ground radio.
First time in the industry, the problem of short handover was solved to provide
a seamless connection of train radios from one base station to another.

Maximum throughput
Unlicensed band
Handover duration
Occupied bandwidth
Ethernet ports
Antenna type
Antenna diameter
Ethernet data streams
Remote control
Power
Enclosure protection
Ambient temperature
Relative humidity

10 Gbps full duplex
71-76/81-86 GHz
10 ms (typical)
up to 2000 MHz with adaptive modulation QAM-128 to BPSK
1 × SFP + 10GBase-LR / SR, service 1xCopper 1000/100Base-Tx
Parabolic type
30 cm (1 ft) or smaller
Transparent for all services Ethernet, Flow Control 802.3x, PTP
NMS, Network Management System
60 W 230 VAC / 54 VDC or PoE cable, 12 - 75 V (optional)
IP-65 (optionally IP-68)
-50 to + 60 °C / -58 to 140 °F
up to 99%

MobiBridge 10G Specifications
The MobiBridge radios are shipped to customers as unpackaged or in a weatherproof IP65/IP68 enclosure for installation at gas/electric charging stations, bus
stops, railway stations and depots, on berths, etc. The exact case type is
determined by the customer's requirements.

Maximum throughput
Unlicensed band
Handover duration
Occupied bandwidth
Ethernet ports
Antenna type
Antenna scanning sector
Ethernet data streams
Power over Ethernet
Enclosure protection
Ambient temperature
Relative humidity
Enclosure size

10 Gbps full duplex
57 to 71 GHz
10 ms (typical)
up to 2000 MHz with adaptive modulation QAM-256 to BPSK
1 × SFP + 10GBase-LR / SR, service 1xCopper 1000/100Base-Tx
Built-in electronically scanned
± 45 ° horizontal with 60 ° vertical sector
Transparent for all services Ethernet, Flow Control 802.3x, PTP
PoE cable 20 W, 12 - 75 V (optional)
IP-65 (optionally IP-68)
-50 to + 60 °C / -58 to 140 °F
up to 99%
According to customer's requirements
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